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Abstract-In this paper, we investigate the assessment of 
packet loss and system dimensioning of Feedback (FB) type 
Wavelength Dhision Multiplexing (WDM) optical routers under 
self-similar IP traffic. We first study the packet loss performance 
for two types of WDM optical routers with asynchronous and 
variable packet length. Based on the simulation results, we proved 
that a 16x16 FB type WDM optical IP router employing more 
than 4 re-circulated porls without using void filling algorithm 
can provide better performance. We then present the system 
dimensioning issues of FB type WDM optical routers. by showing 
that the performance of FB type routers is a function of number 
of re-circulated ports (re-circulated wavelengths), buffer depth, 
re-circulation limits and traffic characteristics. Hence, in order 
to be effective, the FB type routers must be dimensioned with 
appropriate number of re-circulated ports, re-circulation limits 
and optimal delay line unit under relevant traffic characteristics 
to achieve high switching performance. 

ladex T m m -  Asynchronous, feedback type, self-similar traf- 
fic, variable packet length, WDM optical router. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE explosive growth of Internet traffic demands more T bandwidth " on the networks. While IF' backbone systems 

are being realized using Synchronous Optical Network / Syn- 
chronous Digital Hierarchy (SONET/SDH) and Asynchronous 
Transfer Mode (ATM) technologies, existing transport net- 
works will not yield the bandwidth-effective transport and 
routing schemes for IP traffic. The integration of IP and Dense 
WDM (DWDM) has been the most popular research and 
development area for next generation Internet. The ultimate 
WDM optical routers will combine the advantage of DWDM 
with all opitcal packet switching capabilities for IP centric 
services [l]. 
IP packets are born to be asynchronous and variable packet 

length. Hence, the transfer mode based on variable length 
packets and asynchronous operation is more' effective [2]. 
For Internet and IP traffic properties, recent measurements 
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reported by many researchers have shown that traffic in both 
Ethernet and WAN networks tends to be b,ursty in many or 
all time scales [3], [4]. This burstg traffic can be characterized 
mathematically as self-similar or long-range dependent (LRD) 
traffic. Research results have shown that LRTI traffic has severe 
impact on switch performance and network design. Therefore, 
it is a must to investigate the performance of WDM optical 
routers under asynchronous and variable p,icket length self- 
similar traffic. 

There are two different types of WDM optical routers: 
one is feed-fonvard 0 type [SI, which employs output 
queueing buffer only, and the other is FE; type or the so- 
called partially shared buffering (PSB) type, which implements 
a common shared re-circulated buffer to (extend the buffer 
depth [6], [7]. The FF type WDIVl optical routers employed 
with wavelength conversion work: well under both Bernoulli 
and short range dependent (SRD;, traffic because multisewer 
queues could interleave the packets among the available 
wavelengths. Wavelength conversion applied to optical routers 
is a very effective way of improving the performance [E]. 
This is even more important in view of the argument that 
the buffer depth of the fiber delay line buffers is likely to 
be small. Providing massive multisewer queues is also one 
of the most effective strategies available fix combating the 
effects of self-similar traffic [2]. However, in the case of 
limited range of wavelength conversions. we find that the 
performance of the FF type optical routers cannot be improved 
significantly under self-similar traffic [9]. Recent efforts have 
concentrated on simplifying the (optical switch matrix away 
from the concept of fully shared optical buffers and more 
towards the concept of partially iihared buffers [7]. FB type 
WDM optical routers employed with wavelength conversion 
could provide multiserver queues with larger buffer depth 
as well as greater traffic smoothing capability. Hence it can 
improve the packet loss performa.nce and reduce the system 
complexity [6], [7]. 

When WDM optical routers operate under asynchronous 
and variable packet length mode, there will be voids induced 
in the fiber delay lines [l]. [2]. Thsse voids make the channels 
idle and are unusable for storing newly arriving packets. Thus, 
the performance in terms of probability of packet loss (PPL) 
is inferior to the routers operating under synchronous and 
fixed packet length mode. Void filling (VF) algorithm has 
been proposed to alleviate this problem. However, its process 
is too complicated and computation-intensive to be realized 
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in high-speed optical networks. We have shown that FE 
type WDM optical routers employing wavelength conversion 
can provide superior performance over FF type routers in 
various contention resolution schemes [lo]. Based on our 
results, we have proved that a 16x16 FB type WDM optical 
router employing more than 4 re-circulated ports without using 
void filling algorithm can provide better performance than 
that of FF type routers using void filling algorithm under 
asynchronous and variable packet length self-similar traffic 
with Hurst parameter, H = 0.9 and traffic load=0.8. 

In this paper, we investigate the assessment of packet loss 
and system dimensioning of FB type WDM optical routers 
under self-similar IP traffic. We first review the architecture 
of FB type WDM optical routers in Section Il. We present that 
effective FB type WDM optical routers must be dimensioned 
with appropriate number of re-circulated ports, re-circulation 
limits and optimal delay line unit under relevant traffic char- 
acteristics to achieve high performance in Section III. Finally 
we conclude this paper in Section IV. 

11. ARCHITECTURE OF FB TYPE WDM OPTICAL ROUTERS 

A general block diagram of FB type WDM optical routers 
is illustrated in Fig. ](a) [61. [7]. For an N x N FB type 
WDM optical routers with n wavelengths per port. there are R 
( 1  <R< N) re-circulated (feedback) ports to re-circulate pack- 
ets that cannot be witched out to their destinations (primary 
output buffers) back to the input end of the router. Those re- 
circulated packets from all input ports commonly share the re- 
circulated buffers. Fig. l(b) shows an FB type WDM optical 
router implemented in broadcast-and-select architecture. From 
this, we could observe that the architecture of FF type routers 
is indicated above dashed line [ 5 ] .  By employing wavelength 
conversion, the required number of fiber delay lines could be 
minimized. The number of re-circulated wavelengths is W, 
where W is equal to the number of wavelengths per port, n, 
times the number of re-circulated ports, R. Hence, W and R 
are equivalent in dimensioning FB type WDM optical routers. 

Contention occurs, when packets are switched to the same 
output pon at the same time. Those packets that can not be 
scheduled into their primary output buffers are stored in the 
common shared re-circulated buffers. These backlogged pack- 
ets are kept re-circulating in the common shared buffers until 
they get the chance to be switched out. However, practically, 
while these packets re-circulate in the common shared buffers, 
optical components such as wavelength converters. and optical 
amplifier would generate an accumulated Amplified Sponta- 
neous Emission (ASE) noise to hinder packet re-circulations in 
the buffers due to signal to noise ratio degradation [lll. This 
accumulated noise limits the number of re-circulations in the 
re-circulated buffers. For FB type WDM optical routers, this 
effect could be described by a system parameter, re-circulation 
limit. b. A packet that has re-circulated b times in the buffers 
and is not able to enter its desired output port yet, will be 
dropped by the routers. 

Table I shows the meaning of system parameters and 
the corresponding symbols that are used in this paper for 
dimensioning the FB type WDM optical routers. 
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Fig. 1. 
Broadcast-and-selcn architecture of FB type WDM optical routers. 

(a) Typical block diagram of FB typc WDM optical routen; (b) 

TABLE 1 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF FB TYPE WDM OPTICAL ROUTERS 

111. PERPORMANCE ANALYSIS -SIMULATIONS RESULTS 

We first investigate the packet loss performance of the 
FB type WDM optical routers under asynchronous, variable 
packet length self-similar traffic. We have done programming 
in an ad-hoc discrete event simulator (DES) using raw C++ 
code to perform the analysis. In all the following simulations, 
the number of I/O ports, N. and the number of wavelength 
per port. n, are 16. The packet destinations are uniformly 
distributed among all the output ports. We use an aggre- 
gated ON-OFF process modulated with a Pareto distribution 
to simulate asynchronous, variable packet length self-similar 
lraffic f21. [13], [14]. The Pareto distribution with cumulative 
distribution function (CDF), P[X < z] = 1 - (S/z)*, for 
a > 0, has the degree of self-similarity, H = (3- a)/2, where 
H E (0.5,l) and oi E (1,Z). ON periods represent bursts of 
packets and OFF periods denote the interarrival times. The 
location parameter of the ON time Pareto distribution, 0 , is 
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set to be 400 bytes for comparison [21. The switching scenario 
is burst switching (without considering signaling and Control 
protocols). i.e., the whole burst is switched as a single entity. 
For routers employing void filling algorithm, the electronic 
memory space for recording voids is set to be 40 fields [?I. 

loss performance, however, it is very compufiuion-intensive, 2) 
FB type routers with R > 4 and b = infinite, without using 
void filling is better than FF type with void filling algorithm. 
The result remains the same when b is diqraded by noise 
constraints to 30. As illustrated in the figures, when R 5 8, 
b 2 30, H = 0.9 and traffic load=0.8, re-circulation limit 

A. Packet Loss Assessment 

Since the packet loss performance of WDM optical routers 
under asynchronous and variable packet length traffic is depen- 
dent upon both the traffic and router parameters, we illustrate 
the performance in "spectral dependence" plot (i.e., a plot that 
shows the dependence of the probability of packet loss on the 
length of delay line unit [2]) for 16x16 WDM optical routers 
with buffer depth, B = 10 in Figs. 2(a) and 2@). 

has no effect upon the packet loss performance. When R 5 4 ,  
b 2 30, H = 0.7 and traffic load=O.8, the results are the same. 
The packet loss performance of the case b == 30 and the case 
b = infinite becomes distinct, when R = 16 at H = 0.9 
and when R 2 8 at H = 0.7. 'Jotice that the packet loss 
performance of R = 8 is better than R = 16 under H = 0.7 
and b = 30, however, when H =i 0.7 and b = infinite, the 
performance of WDM optical routers with I t  = 16 is better. 

Fig. 3 shows the comparison:$ between 16x16 FF type 
routers with and without using void filling algorithm, and 
16x16 FE type routers with constraint of re-circulation limit, 
b = 30, without using void filling algorithm, for both with and 
without using multipath routing OWR) nodes [15]. The buffer 
depth, B, is 10 and the input self-similar traffic has a Hurst 
parameter, H = 0.9 and traffic load = 0.8. The packet loss 
performance of FF type routers with optimal delay line length 
is slightly better than that of FB type routen; with R = 16 for 
using MPR nodes. This means that the residual bandwidth of 
FE type routers is smaller. Thus the buffer utilization for each 
output port is higher for FB type routers. 
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Fig. 3. SpecVal dependence plot of the probability of packet loss of 16x16 FE 
type routers without void filling algorithm and 16x16 FF type rouim with and 
without void filling algorithm for bath with and without using MF'R nodes. 
when B = 10. b = 30 at H = 0.9 and Vaffic load=C.8. 

All of the above results show that packet loss of FB type .. 
Fig. 2. Specval dependence plots of the probability of packet loss of 16x16 

load=O.8. 

WDM optical routers under asynchronous and variable packet 

of buffer depth, (2) feedback bandwidth. (3) re-circulation 
limits due to noise consuaints, (4) delay line length unit (DLU) 
and ( 5 )  uaffic characteristics. 

To investigate this, we then depict the packet loss perfor- 
mance of FF and FB type routers with optimal delay line 

FE type mulers without void filling and FF type with and WiuLOut void filling. 
(a)B = 10, H = 0.9 and traffic load=0.1; (b)B = 10. H = 0.7 and uaffic length self-si,,,ilar hasc is due to five factors: (1) availability 

From Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we observe that: 1) Voids caused 
by asynchronous and variable length packets can degrade the 
performance. Void filling algorithm does improve the packet 
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length (chosen from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) when B = 10 and 
b = 30 at various H in Fig. 4. Based on these results, we 
confirm that 16x16 FB type routers with R > 4, without using 
void filling algorithm are indeed superior to 16x16 FF type 
routers with void filling algorithm under various H. Notice 
that the performance of FB type routers with R = 16 is 
inferior to FB type with R = 8 under b = 30 and moderate 
H, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This reveals that the performance of 
FB type router under asynchronous and variable packet length 
self-similar traffic is indeed a function of R (i.e., W), B, b. 
DLU and traffic parameters. Hence, in order to be effective, 
the FB type routers must be dimensioned with appropriate 
number of re-circulated ports and traffic characteristics with 
considerations of re-circulation limit and optimal delay line 
unit. 

"""t P."rn.I... R 

Fig. 4. Packet loss of 16x16 FB type vs. FF 1yp  routers with optimal delay 
line lenglh when B = 10 and b = 30 at varying H. 

B. Sysrem Dimensioning Issues 
To understand the effectiveness of FB type WDM optical 

routers dimensioned with appropriate number of re-circulated 
ports, re-circulation limit and optimal delay line unit under rel- 
evant traffic characteristics, we depict the system dimensioning 
issues of FB type WDM optical routers under asynchronous 
and variable packet length self-similar traffic in the following 
figures. 

Fig. 5 depicts the packet loss performance of 16x16 FB type 
WDM optical routers with R = 16 and DLU=5000 bytes, 
as a function of re-circulation limits, b, at various B, under 
H = 0.9 and traffic load=O.8. From this, we Observe: 1 )  The 
decreasing rates of packet loss probability are much less than 
the rates of exponential decays (actually they are polynomial 
decays). Hence increasing the buffer depth could only provide 
a little help on the switching performance. 2) There would be 
a saturation floor for the packet loss performance as the re- 
circulation limits increase. This means that employing perfect 
components with extreme low noise won't be necessary for 
FB type WDM optical routers with buffer depth only a few 
tens and under heavier self-similar traffic. 

On the other hand, the packet loss performance of FB type 
WDM optical routers employing with two different values of 

I 
20 40 rn 80 Irn 

R e t l ~ ~ l a l l o n  Llmlt, b 

Fig. 5. Packet loss performance of FB type WDM optical route13 with 
R = 16 and DLU=5ooO bytes. as a function of re-circulation limits. b. at 
various B, under H = 0.9 and lmffic load=O.8. 

DLU as a function of re-circulation ports, R, at B = 10, H = 
0.9 and traffic load=O.8 is illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows the 
system dimensioning of 16x16 FB type WDM optical routers 
under higher degree asynchronous and variable packet length 
self-similar traffic. It is obvious from Fig. 6 that we don't have 
to employ full bandwidth for storing and re-circulating packets 
in the common shared buffers. Thus the system complexity of 
FB type WDM optical routers could be reduced and still retain 
the satisfactory performance. 

~ D L U = S O W .  b=lnf 
+DLU=400. b=lnt +- DLU=SOOO, b;30 
-A- DLU=400, b=30 

5 10 15 

Number of Reslrsulated Pom. R 
Fig. 6. Packel loss of 16x16 FB typ WDM optical routers 8s a function of 
re-circulated pons, a1 B = 10. H = 0.9 and t&c loadS.8. 

Finally in order to study the effect of buffer depth, B, 
and the number of re-circulated ports, R (i.e., number of 
feedback wavelengths, W) upon the packet loss performance, 
we sketch the packet loss performance as a function of B 
and R with the constraint BxR=16 under H = 0.9 and traffic 
load=O.8 in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). The values of optimal DLU 
are chosen (from Fig. 2(a)) for each 16x16 FB type WDM 
optical routers with different number of re-circulated ports. 
Fig. 7(a) is the case that re-circulation limit, b = infinite and 
Fig. 7(b) is the case that re-circulation limit, b, is with noise 
constraint and equal to 30. Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show packet 
loss performance trade-offs of buffer depth versus number of 
re-circulated ports (re-circulated wavelengths). Notice that the 
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packet loss performance of routers employing larger buffer 
depth and fewer re-circulated ports are inferior to the routers 
employing greater number of re-circulated ports and with 
smaller huffer depth. This means that the number of re- 
circulated pons in wavelength domain plays a major role 
compared to the buffer depth in time domain for contention 
resolution. Hence, in order to he effective, the FB type WDM 
omical routers must he dimensioned with a correct coupling 
of number of buffer depth and re-circulated ports. 

d=O 9. Load=O 8, lnfnne Rocirculalons 

. . .  . 
-2.5 ........... ~ ............ i ............. j ............ j .... -:.;~~j 

1 2 4 8 16 
Number of Re-circulated Ports, R 

I II H=0.9. Load=0.8. 30 Re-circulations i 

1 2 4 8 16 
Number of Recirculated Ports, R 

(b) 

Fic. 7. Packet Loss a1 H d . 9  and traffic load=0.8 of different choicer of the 

superior to the FF type WDM optical routers under self- 
similar traffic, because the entire buffers are shared commonly, 
and are not exclusively arranged to each output port. The 
packets are stored and re-circula.ted in the common shared 
buffers. However, practically, accumulated ASE noise caused 
by wavelength converters and optical amplifiers could hinder 
packet re-circulations in the buffers. 

We have shown that the performance a'f FB type router 
under asynchronous and variablt: packet length self-similar 
traffic is a function of number ot re-circulated ports, R (i.e., 
number of re-circulated wavelength, W), buffer depth, B, re- 
circulation limit, b, fiber delay line length unit, DLU and 
traffic parameters. Hence, in order to he effective, the FB 
type routers must he dimensioned with appropriate number of 
re-circulated pons, re-circulation limit and optimal delay line 
unit under relevant traffic characteristics. Based on the results, 
we conclude that 16x16 FB type WDM optical routers with 
R > 4, without using void filling ;dgorithm ,can provide better 
performance under self-similar IP traffic. 
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